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Caldera peisa diva unica mini manual

The sections used should be assembled in such a way to guarantee the pond and prevent the escape of burnt according to the current regulation of Enhancers, being able to make galvanized sheet, surround the upper building and the four winds. 3.04 Mounting Model The boiler is delivered with a support to place on the wall. Turn the position
selector for position-Caldera-dediva-31ds 13/1712 check the mango if the pressure of the pressure is indicated. Control the efficiency of the smoke tube during the boiler operation. The installer should locate the installations where the boiler is installed in a whole according to the Lanormativa Vamage.3.03 Full Product Products Output of Fuel
Products Duto must be provided by the installer. Downloads of the Catvomogog Suppressive user for poin for the right conditional air. C D I G I T A L I D I VA 3 1 C Z D IG I T A L INSTALLATION MANUAL AND USES OF THE AIR CONDITION 500189 REV. Control of ignition, deactivation, and operating boiler. Control that the circulation of the water
between the boiler and the installation is correct. The type of food of food in corresponding to the boiler model and the pressage of food. 2.02 2.02 characteristics of the circulator in the circulator output characterized Caldeacurva del in Calderaups 15-600 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 225 (LT/H) -Caldera-Ping-Diva-31DS 7/173. With a thin
screwdriver, loosen the screw that is within the input of the GD (Reference 1). In cases where the energy required by the installation is above the mother value of modulation, the burner will remain modulating his luma and the temperature will be around the preferred value. In cases where it installed environmental thermostat, since the atmosphere
reaches the established temperature, the burner comes out and the circulating pump continues to run for a period of 3 minutes, to allow a better distribution of heat in the installation £ o and avoid the boiler asuments. 5. Light and off5.01 Controls to be performed at the launch at the time of boiler implementation, it is necessary to control: that the
heating circuit heating circuit closure vines are open . The outlet where the boiler file is connected should be accessible and for no less than 0.2 meters from any point in the boiler, not needing to be, in no case, covered by the boiler. Security Thermostat Logue with operational lock and smoke thermostat to boast of anomaly detection (natural
shooting). Also check the correct execution of the CTRIC. 3.10 Installation of an eventual thermostat. Prior to the implementation of the boiler, the air purge of the food of the gene should be verified. It must have a phase line of 220/230v 50Hz. It is obliged to respect polarity (phase - neutral) indicated in the Lacaldera Elomal Connection tab. That
there is no spoil or inflowable materials. Insert the probe in a differential manner of pressure that indicates the pressure in the mildews discolumn of the water. For the extinguished for a long time, it is recommended to disconnect the ELABRATE ENERGY and close the food switching key. Contribute de Gas6.01 Access to the Control Device to access
the control device of the ravish of the good of the good of the food. Necessary, it is convenient to verify that the type of food of food that foods are the pressure of food is nominal. It is necessary to work the boiler burner. Collect the boiler operating selector in the position of ± ¢ Âdy ¢ â “the Âmber. The existence of a regular trip from the passage
from the Garnade to the Caldeira. The DIATHER OF GAND CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TUBE AND THE BOIL SHOULD BE AS OR GREATER THAN THE DIATE OF THE BOIL CONNECTION. The dial -up supplied by the lacaldera connection flange must be respected throughout its journey. That the whole installation is full of water and purgada. Â
‚Â‚ ¢ âferences by filling the heating circuit. This operation must be performed with caution, respecting the following phase: Open the purg value of radiant radiators or collectors. Circulating pump drive control due to lack of water water in the heating circuit. No places, triples, or other intermediate elements between the boiler and the wall of the
wall. If an environmental thermostat with a daily or weekly program or a time switch (timer), the elderly food of the same should be obtained directly from the line of the Elegric Network or with self -operated system through of the battery, should be placed .Not: The boiler can work without the thermostat of the environment, but the placement of one
is recommended for the following reasons: Â ¢ Higher comfort in the house to be cured due to ease of regular Temperature and its constitution in time. Energy saving because the thermostat disconnects the burner at the time when the boiler operation is not necessary because the temperature of the installations is the previously selected, avoiding
unnecessary salião. STAIL Control of the connections of gãos and water. Close the purge vines of the radiators as soon as the water comes out. (Optional) circulating pump drive control by dirty sensor Water in the heater circuit. Dominant anomaly detector that disables the boiler in the case of defects in the boiler smoke. EXCLUSIVE MOTHER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL OF HEATING WATER WATER FOR RADIOUS FLOOR SYSTEMS WITH 60 HOUSING STRUCTURES. Rotate the boiler's knife Voper botan (1), check the entrance to the water, ensuring the eventual car rural of air purge of the installation of the installation of the installation £ o Regularly. The assurance of the boiler is
reached if the boiler is correctly located for efficient grounding installation, according to how the elastic patterns are in force are provided. -31DS 10/173.09 Verification The circuit is indicated as indicated above and check the warming and heating circuit tightening using a solution with knowledge. Disassemble the four fixation screws of the plate
and move down. Make sure the fuel consumption indicated in the Gãês Meter corresponds to the indicated features. In the event that the energy required for the installation of heating is less than the improvement of the modulation, the burner will leave and connect at least 1 minute. The assembly model serves to position on the wall the mouths and
the boiler skirts, after its use can be worn in another boiler. 3.05 connection kit (optional) The boiler is supplied with a kit with a kit of telescic connections with copper tubes and pink bronze mechanical mockery of the wall separation. 2 "with copreconexix copreconexcococaquocaqu /slidepdf.com/Reader/full/manual-caldera-pisa-31ds 9/173.06 Filling
heat heating circuit circuit all connections of the installation proceed to fill the filling Circuit. Verification of the regular operation of regulatory and command devices. Verify that the housing where the boiler is installed is protected by a disincj. Observe the prescriptions of current norms and laws, in particular as regards the dimensions and type of
premise, evacuation of fuel products, hydrogen installation, installation of Gás and electricity.pdf created with the PDFFactory test versions www.pdffactory. comhttp: //slidepdf.com/Reader/full/manual-caldera--diva-31ds 4/1717- ENTRY GAS INPUT AND FILL THE HEATING AND RETURN CIRCURE -¢ â € HEATING 1 ¢ Â Â € Smoke Outlet Tica 6 Circulating Pump 7 - Expansion Class Closed 8 - Mangroador 9 - Excessively impressive valve10 - HEATING WATER TEMPERATURE 11 - WATER LACK SENSOR 12 - CIRCUIT FILLING TUBE 13 - Smoke Cagees 14 - Nitrã³Geno Control Vitar on display) 16 - Flame Sensor 17 - Ignoage Electrode 18) Â ¢ â € œChammara of Combustion 19 ¢ â € œ
Safety Themetat Wool £ Mith 20 Ã ¢ â € œSmoke themetat 21 ¢ âferences € œ Filling va of the circuit of calefacciã³npdf cream with pdffactory trial Version www.pdffactory.comhttp: //slidepdf.com/reader/full/manual-caldera-peisa-diva-31ds 5/1742. It works with avant -garde technological systems and a model covers the energy needs from 4,500 to
23,700 kcal./hora. Environmental thermostat must be of the type for polished contacts. Â Â € The boiler is made only for projected use. The 1.01 introduction of the 31 c wedge boiler is a new high performance generator that operates with natural gaps or packaging for hot water for heating. That the smoke duct is not clogged. That the pressure of the
pressure and the flow of genes is required. Installation of being made by a registered installer and in a whole in accordance with the provisions and mother standards for the execution of genes. It is advisable to install between the boiler and the installation of heating versus the total closure vineyards that allow them to allow if it is necessary to
isolate the installation boiler. That is not in the boiler or in the installation. (Z models) regular temperature regulation of the heating circuit for radiators between 40-90 âºC.pdf created with the PDFFactory test versus www.pdffactory.comhttp: //slidepdf.com/Reader /Full/Manual-Caldera-Ping -31DS 3/171.02 Instructions and Assembly, installation,
implementation, and maintenance must be carried out by specialized companies in accordance with Peisa's provision and guidelines. Turn on the boiler by pressing the key to the HeatingPDF temperature selection key created with the PDFFactory test version www.pdffactory.comhttp: //slidepdf.com/reader/manual-caldera-diva -31ds 12/1710 ¢
âferences “+Â ¢ â € to raise or Â ¢ Â œ ¢ ¢” -to reduce it. During the operation, due to the evaporation of the air dissolved in the water, the pressure of the instrument can go down to values below 0.5 bar, open the filling flight and replace the nois of Initial Pressure.3.07 Connection spent you must respect the sizing of the food pipe according to the
energy consumed by the boiler, the type of gaps, the amount and type of accession , the length of the tube and the prescriptions in force. Before installing the boiler checks: If the food tube of the gap is free of waste it may compromise the boiler operation. The control of the prohibition of the installation of the genes and their connections. If, after
reading, there are still questions, communicate with the factory or the local representative. This manual contains related information, the installation, maintenance, management and general beneficials about the use of diva boilers. Tys and dimension • Es diverse and team team 31 c/cz2.01 tab tynicae - return of heating (3/4 ") ¢ - warm warrant (3/4")
in Calderaconexions provided by Peisa (Peisa ( *) Measure necessary necessary only if you use the dionexions kits at the installation £ o3 -Gãos entry (1/2 ") 4 -Filling (1/2") /17 Mymous Power Consumed (PCs) Kcal/H 33.700 (PCI) Kcal / h 29,450 mymous (PCI) Kcal / h 27.100 Nominal Retirement % 92 Director of Injectors of Natural Great / Gas
packaging mm 1,25 / 0.75 President of the natural food 180 Pressure of Food Packaging MM C.A. 280Calefaccii © Â € œNorefacciã³n Temperature Nation 360 People Kg 42 Commanded / Return Tox. Arrangeable in its natural version of shooting and shooting, it is the product with the best relationship of pre -pre -precert products, developed so much
experience of more than 25 years for Peisa Engineering and its equipment includes all control elements, regulation and holding that the needs of the best installation is not. That the connection is correct and that the grounding cable is connected to a good grounding installation. Attention: Pressure for the One Member. 7. The end maintenance of
each Winter License executes the inspection of the boiler with authorized service personnel to maintain the equipment in the last conditions of use. 07http: //slidepdf.com/Reader/full/manual-caldera-peisa-diva-31ds 2/17 Introduction: Peisa recommends reading this manual before installing your diva boiler. Its careful conception is adaptable to the
demands of the design required by modern construction. It should also be taken into consideration that the boiler must be protected from bad weather, because it is not projected abroad or to support the rain. In the Contributes packaging, they will not be able to surrender underground in accordance with the current provisions of Enhancers,
provincial and municipal provisiones must also be respected. It is not possible to install the equipment in monitoring houses, in the bathroom or in the bedrooms. It is recommended that the installer read the instructions and leave the user for refreshing. Verification of the operation of the Security System. The installation must satisfy the provisions of
Enhancers, Municipal or Local as well. Verification of the lecture of the calefacciã³n circuit. Press the SI / NO key and the offensive legend will appear on the screen. 5.02 Ignocation of the boiler for the passage of power from the gene to the boiler. Disassemble the way to maintain and tighten the pressing screw. Reference 2). The values indicated
depend on the operational status of the boiler. Verification of the squeeze and operation of the duct of the output and its system. It works with the avant -garde technological systems and their main components are: heat exchanger from the genes incorporated into copper for high performance. Stainlessly again axidal design design. Expansion rate
closed and superpress. Variable for the heating circuit, with engineer and Deae Fair -rich. 3.11 ELÃ Â © Ctricã ¢ 11/174. Gãês Changer Control - Ingua and cleaning of ignition and ionization electrodes. In the event that the pressure is larger or smaller, the prescription pressure for the boiler will be adjusted (responsible for the gene installer). of
heating for radiant floor 15-55 ° C nominal performance Modulation of flame containing between 5400 and 23700 kcal/ h described described from the product the exclusive boiler is a new high generator high Performance for hot water production for heating. The boiler grounding connection is mandatory respecting what is indicated in the
connection file. From the electron panel, the installer can schedule the temperature range of the water, for each type of installation (radiators, radiant floors, slabs or geesa) and the use power, adapting -ã Project dimensions, optimizing operational conditions. Usually, it is to perform the following operations: Seasonal Control 7.01 of the boiler and
the verification of the burner cleaning smoke. from heater to radiators P/ 29-85 ° C of temperature. Make sure the food cable section is appropriate to the potential absorbed by the equipment. The chosen value will blink on the screen, once selected to register it by the "set" Will be viewed in which the boiler sends water for the installation. Control
with the boiler manufacturer that the pressure does not exceed 1.5 bar. The access to the boiler for the maintenance service must be provided. Diva's exclusive delivery power of the Diva 23,700 kcal/h regulation of temperature. Close the boiler stuffing. Principle of operation when the boiler and the thermostat of the environment, if any, request
heating, the heating pump is placed in operation and the fan pump; Then, by the prisoner of smoke through the plate of control and security, it allows the illuminance of the burning burner. Through the flame modulation electronics system, the boiler pottery is modified that the selected temperature value is modified. Digital electrical control by the
last generation microprocessor generation with reading actual operating temperature. Cost.
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